Real people making a real difference

DSI Security Services
Fortify for Protection

Determine the most efficient security
strategy for your business

Before deploying random security tools, you need to understand what your
business needs. Fortify for Protection scans your IT environment to identify
security gaps and provide information to help determine the most efficient
security strategy specifically for your business.
The solution combines intelligent profiling and alerting technology with
support from our Security Operations Centre (SOC), which empowers us to build
and enforce end-to-end security policies.

Key benefits

Address security gaps based on best practices
Building out a security programme to meet your business needs should be based
on known, proven best practices that can scale to meet your specific requirements.
Our solution compiles massive amounts of field data and experience to tailor a
strategy specifically for you.

Alert ready vs alert fatigued
The right security solution is always on, filters out noise and informs us only on
alerts that need to be actioned. This allows us to focus more energy on providing
you optimal service instead of chasing ghosts in your infrastructure.

Security and compliance as a growth driver
Compliance has moved beyond a checkbox and is now a business driver. When
implemented properly, you can achieve compliance that is not a burden, but
an opportunity.
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Key features

• Monitoring and analysis
Key log files are monitored to identify and correlate events that could be
malicious, while providing additional security and adherence to regulatory 		
guidelines.
• Customised security profiles
Reduces data noise and helps focus on what really matters to identify technical
gaps in your IT environment, helping us take action on what’s needed to prevent
an attack on your business.
• Risk scoring and alert thresholds
The risk score helps us identify protection gaps and how they impact your 		
devices’ vulnerability to threats. Alert thresholds are then customized to
articulate acceptable risk on a per-device basis, and tickets are only generated
when a risk score exceeds its threshold—eliminating much of the clutter and
white noise found in other solutions.
• Advanced Reporting for Compliance
Guidance through regulatory technical requirements, exposing security
configuration gaps against policies and providing solutions to address
each issue.
• Webroot Secure Anywhere® DNS Protection
Equip your business with advanced DNS protection. Featuring more than 80 URL
categories, it provides greater visibility over endpoint connections, reduces risk
and tailors usage policies for your business’ unique needs.
• Webroot® Security Awareness Training
Comprehensive training courses designed to educate you and your employees
about security threats, and how to avoid them on an ongoing basis.

How we do it better
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DSI - Your Full-Service IT Provider

Endpoint and user account reporting
Compliance technical requirements made easy
Clear insight into security gaps
Smarter alerts, fewer tickets

A visitor enters a building
with their mobile phone

Our managed IT services cover a full spectrum of
technology solutions, including remote monitoring and
management of your networks, 24/7 help desk support
for users and business continuity solutions to ensure your
company is prepared for any possible disruption.
DSI’s experienced, professional consultants can provide a
refreshing and impartial perspective on any technology
challenges your business may be facing, whilst ensuring
you also get the best value for money, outstanding
customer care and ongoing support.
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Monitoring and analysis
Customised security profiles
Risk scoring and alert thresholds
Advanced Reporting for Compliance
Webroot Secure Anywhere® DNS Protection
Webroot® Security Awareness Training

Terms and Conditions: DSI Ltd makes no warranties, express or implied in this datasheet.
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